
Polo Travel Bags

Cowhide Bags

Polo Belts
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understated elegance

dB is a Franco-German company focused on the design 
and production of unique high quality leather luxury 

goods inspired by the Argentinean Polo playing world. 



dB Origins
Authenticity, understated elegance and strength 
are the core values from which the brand drew its
inspiration, illustrating a lifestyle that 
spreads around the world. 

Argentina

authenticity



dB Backstage
in 2009, Alexandra de Bruné, a professional 
German polo player, created an unbranded
polo equipment, apparel and accessory line.

Her unique polo bag and pink polo belt  
were an overnight success which lead her 
to launch a brand using her own initials „dB“.

Her expertise and intuitive sense 
for esthetic design and uniqueness, 
ensures the highest quality of each piece.
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Personalize your dB product
1. select your type of leather (LONDON-natural / HAVANA-dark brown)
2. choose your color (14 different colors)
3. apply your initials (4 letters maximum / embroidered or leather)

ABSINTHE CIEL BLEU ROSÉPRUNE FEUROUGE CITRON SABLE BORDEAUX MARRONANGLAIS

NOIR



100% handmade
dB products are handcrafted from the strongest 
Argentine leathers, with a thickness of 4mm 
- a rarity nowadays. It is naturally tanned,  
which gives the unique and desired patina. 

Each dB piece should be considered as a piece of art.
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WEEKENDer

TRAVELer

choose your color 
add your initials or nickname



dB Polo Travel Bag

personalization through 
your color, size & initials



dB Cowskin Bag
Premium Argentine genuine Steerhides
100 % skillfully handmade in Argentina
One of the rarest natural materials in the world
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WEEKENDer

CITY







authentic Cowskin Bag
select your cowhide shades:
cognac / black angus / champagne



dB Polo Belt

100% handmade
in Buenos Aires

premium quality genuine leather
with colorful nylon

bronze buckles

thousands of combinations 
from a large range of colors
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authentic polo belt

premium quality genuine leather 
carefully handcrafted in Argentina

exclusive designs  – limited editions –  unique colors
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Choose your color and add 
your initials or nickname



Bestseller!
dB multicolor belt
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Customer Information

dB Showroom

@ Heubel Trading Fashion
Kaiserswertherstr. 137 (Drahthaus)
40474 Düsseldorf-Golzheim
+49 (0) 211 459760
 

dB Office

deBruné
@ Werk 1 (Hinterhofgebäude)
Fürstenwall 228
40215 Düsseldorf

www.debrune.com
info@debrune.com
+49(0) 211 417 20184
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